
EMMA - THE SMALL GIANT

Reinvention of an old tradition 
through participation & co-creation



CHALLENGE
• revive the tradition of city giants 
• † Manten & Kalle

What has 
been the role 
of giants in 
the past?

Where in 
Europe are 
giants still 
present?

What about 
the life 

course of 
giants?



SOLUTION
• cooperation between Bolwerk and the city
• use a contemporary method based on
- creating opportunities for citizens to invent and design
- providing opportunities for the creative sector
- resulting in new giants that symbolize today’s city
- adressing all citizens

Negotiation 
of these 

principles 
between the 

two main 
stakeholders

As a starting 
point these 
principles 

aimed  high!

What to say 
about this 
approach 

from a 
historical 

point of view?



PROLOGUE

- cultural youth project
- started in 2014 by Bolwerk
- aimed at installing an atelier/workplace 
for creating giants

REUZE GROOT KORTRIJK

- cultural heritage project
- Started in 2013 by city of Kortrijk
- aimed at gathering and supporting 
existing giant committee

What is the 
role and 

importance 
of a giant 

committee?



1e Phase Collecting People’s Ideas / 2015 - 2016 

Industrial Design Students
- generating ideas
- making models & animations
- presentation & press conference
- result: public expo at the town hall



Teacher Training Students
- developing workshop for 
primary schools
- conducting workshop with 
120 pupils
- connecting children with 
giants and collecting their ideas
- writing a thesis

‘Dossier R’
- a playful setup for collecting 
ideas about giants
- during ’Sinksen’ which is the 
annual cultural city festival in 
Kortrijk  
- professional actors invited 
visitors of the festival at their 
‘desk’



‘Kunstfabriek’
- summer school for children 
during holidays
- cooperation with culture 
educational organization
- 40 children involved
- presentation for parents

And more…
- several meetings with the city’s 
giant committees
- presentation of the project at 
diverse occassions:
* ‘Reuze Café’ organised by 
Erfgoed Zuidwest
* exchange ‘Reuzen Vlaanderen’
…



2e Phase Refining Concept & Design / 2017 - 2018 
First Concept & Design
- based on the collected input
- based on the local giant history

Challenges
- budget vs. giant couple vs. ambition
- what story to tell?



Game changer - Introduction of ‘EMMA’
- child of the traditional giants Manten & Kalle
- start of a really new story
- innovative both in ‘narrative’ as ‘construction’

‘EMMA’
- name has it’s origins in middle ages meaning: 
‘huge and strong’
- most popular girl’s name in the region

Challenge
- doubt and resistance from traditional giant 
committees

Solution
- dialogue
- convince them with designs and the why
- trigger their imagination



Constructing (the story of) ‘EMMA’
- engaging writers, illustrators and musicians to 
invent and write the story
- activating Bolwerk’s network for engaging 
artists and creative entrepreneurs for 
construction and techniques fot interaction
- designing and building, building, building,…
- programming first ‘acte de présence’ of 
‘EMMA’



age 6 years
height 5m10
weight 308 kg
shoe size 168

material
poplar plywood / steel / xps plate
wood glue / paper / polyester/ flax

mechanic
8 axes of 17 mm: feet, knees, hands, elbows
3 axes of 30 mm: hips, shoulders
32 bearing housings
6 electric motors: head, eyes, controls, 
threaded rods

eyeball: diameter 22 cm

hair: 8 kg of flax - the hairdresser spent 1 week 
combing and cutting

clothing: linen with silk-screen printed red balls

shoes: plywood, steel, textile, nylon

arch construction
height 6m80
curve radius 4012

wearing structure
Forklift Toyota / year 1986 / weight 6T
lift capacity 4T / diesel converted to LPG

Bolwerk has completely overhauled this forklift: a lot of work was done to 
put the forklift back in order

Bolwerk has converted this forklift: new cage which also serves as a carrier 
for arch construction

cage has 4 chairs for operators – made out of steel and oak

IDENTIKIT EMMA



Birth Celebration
- during the annual city festival
- registration as citizen of Kortrijk
- procession and party on the 
city’s main market
- generated a lot of press 
attention





Since 2018 …
Call for volunteers
- creating a new giant committee
- operators, caretakers and other volunteers
- by means of a call via Bolwerk, the city 
and the press

Ambassadress for Kortrijk
- performing outside Kortrijk: Ieper, Beveren, 
Nieuwpoort (encounter Jan Turpijn)
- pre-corona ‘EMMA’ was invited for a trip to 
Austria and The Netherlands



NOW…

New episodes
- ‘EMMA’ keeps bringing together people
- inventing new activities with ‘EMMA’

Giant Scarf
- collective knitting campaign
- 40 people, 10-metre scarf, 10-day 
marathon 

FUTURE?

QUESTIONS?

Tie back up with a giants 
couple?
- Bolwerk dreams of 
creating EMMA’s boyfriend 
- a friend that represents 
the city’s ethnic diversity


